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Great Western Power Company 

"Fitness with Adventure"

Great Western Power Company is a place where you can work towards

achieving your fitness goals while incorporating an element of fun. From

yoga to strengthen your mind and body to cardio for a disciplined health

routine, Great Western Power Company offers a wide spectrum of options.

Apart from the conventional mode of fitness, the gym has a massive wall

for those who wish to add an aspect of adventure to their fitness regime.

This wall towers over 40 feet (12 meter) and it offers an area as vast as

11,000 square feet (1021 square meter) for climbing, thus allowing many

members to explore its challenges while creating a fun atmosphere.

 +1 510 452 2022  touchstoneclimbing.com/gwpower-

co/

 520 20th Street, Oakland CA

 by Bureau of Land

Management California   

California Canoe & Kayak 

"Rental, Sales & Lessons"

This water sports shop, conveniently located on the Oakland waterfront at

Jack London Square, specializes in paddle sports such with a wide

selection of canoes and whitewater, sea and recreational kayaks. In

addition to selling used and new equipment, it offers rentals, lessons and

repairs. For more than 20 years this company has been a reputable outlet

for Bay Area water sports enthusiasts. Sign up for individual lessons and a

knowledgeable and friendly instructor will train you at your own pace.

Group classes are also available.

 +1 510 893 7833  www.calkayak.com/  oakshop@calkayak.com  409 Water Street, Oakland

CA

 by STUAimages   

Alameda Skate Park 

"Skateboarders Paradise"

A place where adrenaline-junkies and thrill-seekers play, Alameda Skate

Park is the place to be for an action-packed skate experience. Claimed to

be one of the best of kind in the area, this skate park features numerous

ramps, rails, bowls and gazebos that make it every skateboarders and

rollerbladers dream course. Along with pro-courses, the park also has a

smaller beginner section, where one can find young skaters sharpen their

skill with a hope of making it big some day.

 1177 West Redline Avenue, Alameda CA
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iFLY 

"Fly without Wings"

If you are a thrill seeker then iFLY is one place you simply cannot miss.

The place gives you a memorable skydiving experience in a controlled

environment at prices that are quite reasonable. From little ones to adults,

iFLY has packages for all making this is a fun-filled activity for families.

Their instructors are highly trained and amicable people who add the

much-need element of encouragement to your flights. Once you select

your package, you are supposed to gear up and enter the wind chamber.

A blast of air jolts your senses and before you know it the instructors help

you play in the wind. Arms and legs stretched out, you begin your flight,

only to experience a phenomenon adrenaline rush.

 +1 510 489 4359  iflysfbay.com/  service@iFLYsfbay.com  31310 Alvarado-Niles Road,

Union City CA
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